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1) Ambassador Hank Cooper May 24, 2016—Remember...: 
  
As you embark on your Spring retreat this coming weekend — pause and 
remember those who made the ultimate sacrifice so that you can enjoy the 
freedom we so often take for granted.  And remember their families and loved 
ones left behind. 
  
And remember the wounded in the recent conflicts and those who still stand in 
harm’s way so that you and I can breathe free. 
  
Thank God for this land and those who made our freedom possible. Pray that we 
will not fail to do our duty to keep faith with our Founders and those who have 
sacrificed to keep their gift to us and our posterity. 
  
2) The New Dark Ages 2 by Dr. Peter Pry: 
  

Fortunately, some states have noticed federal incompetency, and growing 

threats to the grid, and are moving to protect themselves.  Maine, Virginia, 

Florida, and Arizona have passed legislation or taken other measures to protect 

their grids and peoples from the catastrophic consequences of a protracted 

blackout. 

Most recently, under the leadership of Texas Governor Gregg Abbott and State 

Senator Bob Hall, a “Texas Grid Security Summit” convened in Austin (April 28-

29).  The summit responded to a petition (dated November 2, 2015) from 23 

members of the Texas delegation to the U.S. Congress urging Governor Abbott 

to protect the Texas grid from EMP and other threats. 

The congressional letter from Washington appealing to Governor Abbot to 

protect the Texas electric grid reads in part: 

“We encourage you to take a leading role on an issue of critical importance to our 

constituents and to our state: the vulnerability of our electric grid and the potential 

loss of power for millions of American families and businesses…Physical 

disruptions to the infrastructure, space weather events, cyber-attacks, and 

electromagnetic pulses (EMPs) are the most significant and pressing threats to 
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our electric grid.  It is imperative that we make the grid resilient to all such 

hazards.” 

  

Ironic, and alarming, that the 23 Members of Congress who signed the above 

letter know that Washington is so broken that they hope Governor Abbott can 

protect the Texas electric grid and save their home state. 

The EMP Commission recommended that the national grid be “islanded” – 

individual states can protect transformers, generators, and control systems within 

their borders so their “lights will stay on” even if the rest of the nation goes into 

blackout. 

Can the states compensate for the incompetence and lethargy of Washington, 

and act in time?  When the states must “build walls” against EMP attack by the 

new barbarians, does it portend the advent of a New Dark Ages?  Or is it an 

opportunity to reform federalism, so that governance is again mostly by the 

states, as was intended by the Founders? 

3) Wisconsin Electrical Grid in the National Spotlight: 
  

On May 18th, The Wisconsin Adjutant General, Donald Dunbar, testified before 

the Senate Homeland Security Committee on the ability of the Wisconsin 

National Guard to respond to a large scale long term black out due to a failure of 

the electrical grid.  According to the panel of witnesses, such major black outs 

can be caused by large solar storms, cyber attacks, physical attacks on electrical 

substations, and asymmetric nuclear EMP attacks which nations like Iran, North 

Korea, Russia, and China are all currently capable of.  General Dunbar testified 

alongside Ted Koppel, author of the book, Lights Out: A Cyberattack, A Nation 

Unprepared, Surviving the Aftermath, and the primary electrical utility industry 

lobbyist representing the self-regulating trade association Edison Electric 

Institute, Scott Aaronson. 

Mr. Koppel’s testimony, research, and skepticism raised serious questions about 

the claims by the industry representative, Mr. Aaronson, and those of the 
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government that the nation is prepared for the threats to the electrical grid or for 

the management of emergencies that can result from its failure.  General 

Dunbar’s testimony strictly addressed the role of the Wisconsin National Guard. 
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